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Digital technologies and broadband internet connectivity have transformed the communications
marketplace. Today, the broadband market is more competitive than ever. But broadband's bright
future may be severely dimmed by a pair of new regulatory schemes to be voted on by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) on or before its Oct. 27 meeting.
The FCC is proposing price controls that will sap future investment in business broadband
infrastructure. It's also planning to impose onerous and lopsided privacy restrictions that will
harm innovation and consumer choice in online services. These harmful FCC regulatory
proposals should be halted.
***
The FCC is now displacing FTC authority. But the better approach to protecting consumer data
privacy on the internet is to allow the FTC to enforce a set of common standards against all
online providers.
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At the very least, the FCC's approach to privacy should be harmonized with that of the FTC. The
FCC is mistaken to assume consumers want different privacy protections depending upon
whether they are using Comcast's services or Netflix.
Nor is there reason to think consumers prefer more stringent requirements for broadband firms,
which collect less data from consumers than edge providers. Yet the FCC's proposed privacy
rules embody such irrational thinking.
The FCC's BDS and privacy regulatory proposals should be stopped. No market power problems
or consumer harm exists to warrant them. And in neither instance has the FCC calculated the
likely high financial costs of its proposed rules. Investment in broadband infrastructure and
promotion of online consumer choice should be encouraged under a free-market policy.
* Seth L. Cooper is a Senior Fellow of the Free State Foundation, an independent, nonpartisan
free market-oriented think tank located in Rockville, Maryland. FCC's New Regulations
Threaten Broadband Investment was published in The Hill on October 17, 2016.
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